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Make sure you have taken the time to identify exactly what you’re 
trying to accomplish using email. Are you trying to move leads 
through your sales funnel? Are you building brand awareness for 
new products? Are you looking for add-on purchases?  Are you 
strengthening customer relationships. The tighter you can make your 
definition, the more it will help you make decisions on content, rel-
evance, subjects lines, and more.

Build buyer personas to identify the market segments you want to 
address. Go beyond titles, company size, and company type. For 
example, you could develop personas 
based on the types of content they pre-
fer, the last time they engaged with your 
company, or based on interest they have 
specified in your registration forms.

Decide on how you will measure suc-
cess. There are numerous metrics you 
can collect that give you a broader pic-
ture of success than merely opens and 
clicks. 

1. Strategy



How cold is your list really? If you purchased it, it is ice-cold. But even if 
you’ve accumulated it from website forms, trade shows, and webinars, how 
long has it been since you reached out? Most lists are cold because you have 
not effectively cultivated your relationship with them. Now they can’t even 
remember who your company is and why they’re on the receiving end of irrel-
evant information.

The days of blasting emails to your entire contact list are over. Im-
plement list segmentation in order to send more targeted emails to the 
right contacts at the right time. You’ll see improved open and click rates 
which will result in more qualified traffic and lead reconversions.

Evaluate how you have 
segmented your list. Many 
companies do this by prod-
uct interest. But you could 
also segment by buying 
cycle signals, such as what 
form has been completed, 
what has been downloaded, 
what web pages have been 
visited.

2. Evaluate Your List



Revisit the design and 
format of your emails. Even 
if you don’t have new brand-
ing, you should revisit the 
design and format of your 
emails, looking to freshen the 
images, the type treatments, 
and the overall aesthetic. 
Bring your design team in 
and have them present new 
ideas.

Test your new templates. 
You can have a beautifully 
designed template, but if 
it’s falling apart in several of 
the browsers, it will certainly 
have a negative impact on 
the success of your email 
campaign. Some email soft-
ware offers previews of your 
email templates on Gmail, 
Outlook, Apple Mail, Eudora, 
LotusNotes, and more, so 
there’s no excuse for bad 
email rendering. 

3. Design New
Templates



Design your email templates for 
mobile. In addition to making your 
new emails look better, they must func-
tion better and across a wider range of 
devices. With nearly a third of all emails 
being opened on a mobile device, 
it’s critical that you design your email 
templates for mobile as well. The de-
velopment of your templates requires 
an email developer who is familiar with 
the new requirements of tablets and 
phones.

Always consider the user experi-
ence. With mobile devices, you’re 
working with a much smaller space, 
therefore it’s essential that your emails 
are optimized and designed accordingly 
to enable recipients to navigate your 
emails with ease.

3. Optimize Emails for
Mobile



To achieve outstanding email marketing results, inject some passion in 
your subject lines, make sure your email tells a story and provides value, 
and make sure your offer is clear.

Understand what your personas want. Your product or service must 
solve a problem that’s keeping them up at night. Revisit the information 
you have on what drives their needs, desires and problems. You should 
be able to answer this question anyone on your list – what can you do 
for me? 

Your offer must be related to your sales cycle. If the people on your list 
are at the beginning of the sales cycle, they are not ready to respond to 
a product demo and certainly not to a product discount. On the other 
hand, if they’re ready for a demo, they don’t want another white paper.

Finally, keep your content short 
and sweet. Nobody has time to 
read long-winded, complicated 
emails. Use compelling, action-
able language to state the value 
of the email immediately.

5. Evaluate Your
Content



6. Personalize Your
Content

Make sure you personalize 
your emails. But don’t settle for 
“Hi Tom:”  at the beginning. If you 
know something about the segment, use that. 
For example, you could talk about the item down-
loaded, the product of interest, or the web page that 
was visited. Show your contacts you know a little bit about 
them, and the response will be overwhelmingly positive.

You can also use dynamic content. Personalizing your emails with dy-
namic content enables you to substitutes blocks of contents based on list 
criteria. For example, you coud swap a technical diagram and caption meant 
for IT professionals with a graph showing ROI meant for CFO’s.



7. Last Minute Details

Avoid Spam Words. Avoid landing in your contacts SPAM box by not us-
ing trigger words like; as seen on, FREE, numbers (join millions of Ameri-
cans), and hey (insert name here.) Approach email subject lines the same 
as you would a blog title; make them brief, actionable, and conveying 
value.
Create Plain Text Version. Some browsers and contacts won’t be able 
to receive the HTML version of your email. To accommodate this portion 
of your contact list, generate a plain text version as well, which will actually 
keep your email out of SPAM folders. 
The content will remain the same. The only difference will be some of the 
formatting will be adjusted in order to accommodate all of your contacts. 
This is critical, as you don’t want to leave a large portion of your contact 
list out and lose out on potential visits and conversions.
Include Social Sharing. Featuring social sharing buttons in emails is a 
proven way to expand the reach of your content as well as increase brand 
awareness. Allow your contacts the opportunity to share any content they 
find helpful via social media, as this can effectively help build your follow-
ings as well. 
Remove Hard Bounces from Database. A hard bounce is a perma-
nent failure to deliver an email usually caused by a non-existent, invalid or 
blocked email address. You should remove any hard bounces from your 
contact database as they can negatively impact the deliverability and 
sender score of your email. A sender score is a rating of 0-100 of your out-
going mail server IP. Your score can change based on your sending habits 
and the responses of your recipients.
You can also use dynamic content. Personalizing your emails with dy-
namic content enables you to substitutes blocks of contents based on list 
criteria. For example, you coud swap a technical diagram and caption meant 
for IT professionals with a graph showing ROI meant for CFO’s.



Are you thinking ahead? Each email should probably be accompa-
nied by a Landing Page for relevant offers, and a thank-you page. 

Use a custom landing page. Create a custom landing page to rein-
force the ideas in your email. Make sure they understand your value 
statement. Keep it simple and full of “What’s in it for me?”

Restate your key benefits. Restate the key benefits of your offer and 
spell out as clearly as possible what steps the reader needs to take and 
why. Multiple offers at this point introduce too many choices.

Create your thank you page. This is a good place to add further en-
gagement hooks. Don’t believe that your visitor is happy with what he 
got. Offer him/her a related content offer, or a faster call to action.

8. Map Your Lead Flow
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Email in 2017

HiveMind Studios is a San Jose-
based agency that specializes 
in digital marketing, helping 
businesses create strong websites 
supported by an integrated suite 
of digital marketing tools, including 
marketing automation, email, 
analytics, search marketing and 
social network marketing. 

Our Email solutions give your 
company a better chance for 
success, by engaging customers 
with relevant information, integrated 
with keywords crucial for your 
business to increase website traffic, 
landing page conversions and, 
ultimately, sales.

Your marketing workload will always 
be uneven, but with the help of 
HiveMind Studios, you don’t have 
to feel the bumps and bruises. Call 
408-266-3162 for a free One-on-
One Consultation today.
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Choosing HiveMind
Your SEO performance will 

improve, your online reach will 
expand and you’ll generate more 

new business. While this doesn’t 
happen overnight, we’ll be doing ev-
erything possible to make it happen.

What It’s Costing You
You know the math better than we do. 
You know the current value for a web 
conversion, and what it means in actual 
gross and net sales. There are three 
ways to add to your bottom line:

1. Increase the qualified traffic on your
site leading to more conversions

2. Increase your conversion rate leading
to more sales

3. Increase the size or margin of each
sales transaction.

The Price of Doing It Wrong
There are worse things than doing 
nothing. You could spend time and 
money that you can’t afford doing it 
wrong. Would you know it if you were? 
Our online marketing programs are 

data-based, with established bench-
marks, quantifiable performance cri-
teria, and measurable ROI standards, 
so you know you are investing your 
marketing dollars wisely.

The Cost in Time and Resources
You can spend staff and financial re-
sources trying to find ways to measure 
results and improve performance. Or 
you can find a proven outside resource 
with the right information and tools to 
address your challenges, while you fo-
cus on what your company does best.

tel:14082663162
tel:1-408-266-3162
http://hivemindstudios.com



